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Licensed to Learn (L2L)
Peer-Tutoring Program
This year L2L supported over 3,780 students in almost 100
schools in 5 of Toronto’s major school boards. In 2017-18 we
leveraged the strong reputation the program has built over the last
16 years to actively collaborate with the school boards and integrate
the program into the core resources used by their Guidance and
Career Education and Student Success departments. The program
is therefore positively changing the education system and making it
more inclusive, accessible and helpful for all students,
particularly those in at-risk communities. The program is providing a
space in schools for students to access personalized supports,
empowering students to help each other, and strengthening the
important teacher-student bonds.
“I loved my overall experience with the L2L Program because it helped me
prepare for EQAO!”—L2L Peer Gr 3
“It really helped me become an effective leader, and helped me become a better
communicator.”—L2L Tutor Gr 12
“I like the L2L Program! I appreciate the time my tutor takes to help me out in
the subjects I need help with. In doing so, she's helped me improve my grades in
a very encouraging manner. I feel confident I will do well in grade 9, and I won't
have to feel worried about failing.” — L2L Peer Gr 8
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L2L: Education Partner
In 2017-18 L2L impacted 12% more
students than the previous year.
We conducted 96 Programs across
5 School Boards in Toronto.
 Toronto Catholic District School
Board (TCDSB): 10% Growth
 Toronto District School Board
(TDSB)
 York Region District School Board
(YRDSB): New Board
 Peel District School Board (PDSB):
180% Growth
 Halton Catholic District School Board
(HCDSB): 60% Growth

L2L Program 2017-18
TCDSB

TDSB
YRDSB

PDSB
HCDSB

Program Impact
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1,876 students received training and certification as Tutors. They were
trained by L2L Trainers, each with at least 30 years of experience as teachers
and principals.
91% of Tutors said they developed as leaders through the program.
 94% of Tutors reported they learned responsibility.
 70% of Tutors recognized improvements in their own academics.
“It was an amazing experience that I will carry into university.”—L2L Tutor Gr 12.


“I was able to learn life skills when teaching my students.” — L2L Tutor Gr 8.
 1,878 students received personalized academic support as Peers. Peers
were matched to their Tutors based on their academic needs, strengths and
personal profiles. They formed strong connections with their Tutor over the 15
tutoring sessions they completed.
 76% of Peers felt the tutoring support improved their grades.
 82% of Peers enjoyed the tutoring experience.
 85% of Peers liked getting to know their Tutor over the course of the
program.
“I liked working with my buddy.” —L2L Peer Gr 2
“I enjoyed the L2L program! I had an excellent tutor who encouraged me and gave me the help
that I needed. My tutor was not judgmental in any way which overall helped to build my
confidence.” — L2L Peer Gr 11
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L2L Leadership
Conferences
In 2017-18 L2L grew its
leadership programming
through expansion of the L2L
Annual Youth Summit. The
Annual Youth Summit was
designed to bring L2L youth
together, to learn, share
experiences and develop as
leaders. Between January and
June 2018, we conducted 7
Leadership Conferences in
the TDSB, TCDSB, and
HCDSB. The conferences
were organized in
collaboration with the school
boards, and MTCLife, youth
engagement and training
facilitators.
500 students across the
GTA participated in the L2L
Leadership Conferences and
developed essential
transferable skills to support
their future success.

Students made hatchets to keep as a reminder of their capacity to persevere.

The conferences were interactive and discussion based. Students were engaged and
took advantage of the leadership training the events provided.

“I learned how to present
properly. I learned different
learning techniques and it was so
inspirational overall.”
—L2L Student Gr 10
“The L2L Leadership Conference
taught me perseverance. I am
inspired to chase my dreams no
matter how hard it is.”
— L2L Student Gr 10
“I learned sometimes you have to
believe in others, even when they
don’t believe in themselves. I will
definitely put this in action in my
work.”
— L2L Student Gr 11
“I learned how to change my
mindset when I’m stuck or
overwhelmed.”
—L2L Student Gr 10

Each conference was attended by students from up to four schools in the region.
Strong bonds and connections were formed and experiences shared, creating a more
inclusive community.

Growing Program Capacity
L2L programs and resources are free to ensure personalized academic support and leadership development
opportunities are accessible to all students. Sustainable growth is a priority for the program and is the basis of
the strong reputation the program has established. The programs have become a relied upon resource for
students, teachers, and parents. There is also growing demand and need for the program, with a waitlist of over
60 schools.
L2L successfully expanded its capacity in 2017-18 to better meet the need.

Three new educators joined the L2L Trainer team. The experience and expertise of the L2L Trainers is at
the core of the program’s impact. This year L2L Trainers dedicated over 1,500 hours in schools supporting
students and teachers.

An online evaluation tool was developed to better capture the impact of the program. The evaluation tool
includes a series of surveys that can be completed online, making data collection and analysis more
efficient and effective.

L2L renewed its partnerships with the school boards, facilitating a collaborative approach to building a
stronger education system.

Looking Ahead!
With the support of L2L’s sponsors, donors and funders there is a lot of program growth planned
for 2018-19 and in the coming years.

Durham Region



L2L will launch programs in schools in the Durham region. We will partner with the
Durham District School Board (DDSB) and hope to impact over 200 students in the region.

National Expansion
In 2018-19 L2L will launch
programs in Alberta, and
British Columbia; making
its proven education
supports available to
more Canadian students.
Curriculum Innovation

L2L’s program materials
and curriculum will be
redesigned and updated.
The new curriculum will
better reflect current
research and advances in
the education space, and
include engagement tools
and leadership resources.
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Partners
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